
Our company is looking to fill the role of language analyst. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for language analyst

You have knowledge of basics in equities and financial reporting
You know any other foreign language
Intensive training package (internal team-trainings and TR company trainings
delivered for all the site)
Processing shareholdings data in an accurate manner to the database using
technical and financial knowledge to add value (this includes exchange and
contributed data)
Liaising with local exchange to ensure that data is maintained at a high
standard Working with contributors to ensure that their data is maintained to
a high quality ensuring that where possible existing contributors extend their
level of coverage to new markets and instrument types when needed
Acting as a secondary source of knowledge on own data, communicating with
other departments and external departments in the resolution of queries on
exchange data and historical data as needed
Developing towards being a centre of excellence on all issues relating to real
time and contributed data
Adhering to Change Control procedures, Data Operations standards and
current data policies and procedures
Ensuring that the relevant procedures are maintained and adhered to
Building up knowledge of financial regulations and market practices in
relevant markets
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AA or AS degree or 6-8 years of experience with a military cryptologic
language preferred
Language test scores equivalent to or higher than “Advanced Low” or 4/4 ILR
(listening/reading) for both Native and English languages
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Science (BA/BS) or equivalent
Foreign/position language test scores equivalent to “Advanced Low” or 4/4
ILR (listening/reading)
A total of twenty (20) years of SIGINT experience to include transcription,
translation and/or interpreting tasks
Accumulated at least ten (10) years’ experience in cryptologic analysis
through knowledge and work with languages, literature, linguistics and
related humanistic fields


